
5. Patient/Visitor Entrance
The two patient/visitor entrances to the Cypress Unit enhance safety 
and security through the use of a sally port, a set of two doors which 
will not open at the same time. 

25. Exercise Room 

21. Interview Room(s)

22. Activity Therapy Classroom

23. Technology Classroom

24. Quiet O�ce & Nourishment Room

Treatment Mall
The uniquely-designed treatment mall concept maximizes resources 
by allowing both Cypress A and B to share access to classrooms, 
interview space, and workrooms. Locked doors on either end of the 
hallway ensure safety and privacy by allowing sta� to monitor which 
patient population may enter the treatment mall at a given time.  

The shared exercise room allows patients the 
ability to maintain physicial fitness while 
hospitalized. For safety purposes, it is located 
within the locked treatment mall, allowing sta� 
control over access to the equipment. 

The Cypress Unit contains 6 interview rooms; 1 in the Treatment 
Mall, 2 on Cypress A, and 1 on Cypress B. There are also interview 
rooms accessible from either sally port. 

The main classroom for the 
Cypress Unit features plenty of 
seating, storage for group supplies, 
and full audio/video capabilities.

Our patients have shared that the loss of access to 
technology can be a source of stress while 
hospitalized. The technology classroom aims to 
address this by allowing them internet and email 
access with sta� supervision. It will also be a useful 
location for virtual meetings and webinars for sta� 
members. 

Cypress A
The Cypress Unit is comprised of two nearly identical patient care 
areas connected by the Flex Hallway and Treatment Mall. Cypress A is 
the larger of the two care areas, with space for 12 patient beds. 

6. Exam Room(s)

7. Grooming Station

There is an exam room located on both wings.

The open grooming station allows patients to use personal 
grooming equipment (hair dryers, curling irons, etc.) while safely in 
view of sta�. 

8. Seclusion Room
Identical seclusion rooms on both wings feature an anteroom and 
bathroom. 

9. Private Patient Bedroom
There are 8 private bedrooms on Cypress A, 6 in the Flex Hallway, 
and 4 on Cypress B. Private rooms on the Cypress Unit feature 
open shelving in both the wall and beneath the bed, a reading 
bench near the window, and a bathroom. Technological 
innovations include patient-safe clocks in each room, night lights, 
white noise, and controls to personalize music.

10. Sensory Room

Both wings have a sensory room. The rooms feature bubble tubes, 
changeable ceiling patterns, audio capabilities, television screens, 
and comfortable seating to create a stimulating environment. 

11. Courtyard

12. Plant Feature

An exciting new element of the the Cypress Unit is our focus on 
bringing the outside in. Along with spacious windows and 
skylights, we’ve added indoor plant features.

13. Quiet Lounge

14. Semi-Private Patient Rooms

Each side of the Cypress Unit features two semi-private patient 
rooms. Each room has the same elements of our private patient 
rooms, but provides the additional research-supported safety of 
having a roommate.

16. ADA Supported Patient Room

Both wings have one private room which meets standards 
supported by the ADA, including an open floor plan and handrail 
assistance. 

17. Laundry Room

This space allows patients to relax, away from the noise of the 
unit. It may also be used for Group Therapy at times.

18. Chalkboard Feature
Near the nurses’ station, we have incorporated a chalkboard wall 
where patients are encouraged to express their creativity. 

20. Flex Corridor
The innovative Flex Corridor allows the Cypress Unit to completely 
separate A from B in order to serve separate patient populations. 
This separation, or “flexing” can be achieved in increments of 3 
patient beds by closing and locking one of the series of doors.

Cypress B
The smaller of the two patient care areas on the Cypress Unit, 
Cypress B has the capacity for 8 patients, and mirrors the features 
found on Cypress A, despite fewer patient rooms. 

19. Medication Room

15. Nurses’ Station

Optimally placed nurses’ stations on both wings create access 
for patients and clear visibility for sta�. Nurses’ stations house 
controls for white noise and unit televisions.  

4. Greeting Desk/Cypress Unit Visitor Waiting Area

Ambulance 
Entrance

Main Entrance

TOUR ROUTE

Main Entrance & Contact Center

1. Main Lobby and Welcome Desk
The main lobby is designed to convey the principles of the hospital’s 
model of care; that it is a place of caring, welcoming, and healing. By 
using design elements such as natural light, white noise, a fireplace 
feature and comfortable seating in tandem with the sta�ed welcome 
desk, guests will feel at ease while they wait for a visit or 
appointment. 

2. Assessment Area
The new lobby includes a separate space intended for adults and 
children  who are awaiting assessment. The space is designed 
specifically to protect recipients’ privacy with both dignity and 
respect. Beyond the waiting area are several assessment rooms, 
along with ample clinician workspace. 

3. Sta� Work Space
Behind this window area is sta� workspace – o�ces, sta� lounge, 
copy machine and mailroom.

Public Space

Patient Care Area

Sta� Work Space

Map Legend

26. Ambulance Entrance

The ambulance entrance services 
both the Contact Center and the Cypress 
Unit. Patients will be moved o� of 
stretchers and provided a wheelchair 
or allowed to walk to either the 
assessment space or the Cypress 
Unit. There is also a refreshment 
area for EMS sta�. 

27. Court Room

A Kent County judge comes to the 
Pine Rest Campus to hold hearings 
with individuals who have 
involuntary admissions. This 
dual-purpose room will be used for 
court hearings as well as teleconferences and 
meetings among treatment team members.

Cypress B
Young Adults
8 Patient Beds

Cypress A
Adolescents
12 Patient Beds

Flex Corridor
6 Beds, adjusted to 
meet community need
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